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for law enforcement officers and related
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needed to create one database to store all of the
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Perform Test Import and Validate
Prior to performing the full import a test
import was run and after import the data
was checked for correctness and integrity
of the data.
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Comments from Director Richard Desjardins, Maine Criminal Justice Academy

“Until 2020, the Maine Criminal Justice Academy’s testing was strictly in-person, hand-corrected,
paper exams. When Covid-19 struck, we were able to continue training via online meeting platforms, but our biggest hurdle to overcome was conducting testing remotely. We partnered with Informa, who immediately provided our staff with online lessons in the use of their testing software,
and were highly responsive to our needs as we navigated through this challenge. We now use Informa’s testing for many of our exams, including both proctored, remote exams, as well as in the
Basic Law Enforcement Training Program classroom.”
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